Power Inverter DIX PI 270/400/500/600
“The MIG/MAG power source for maximum performance.”
►► intuitive operation
►► latest processor and inverter technology
►► innovative kit system
►► flexible alternation between procedures
►► highly efficient energy concept

DINSE - your partner for the welding process.
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DIX PI: Performance meets Intelligence
The DIX PI series completes the set. DINSE delivers technologically leading system
solutions for the entire welding process: From the modular power source via the
high-precision wire feeder up to tried-and-proven DINSE welding tools, we
provide the user with top-quality equipment. High process stability and absolute
precision are our aim. The DIX PI range impresses in every aspect: with various
power settings and an optional cooling module, the system lives up to the task in
all applications.

Modular components
The DINSE Power Inverter as basic module comes with four
different power settings.
Compact dimensions and perfect communication between the
modules ensure optimum integration in the automation process.

Effective cooling system
A comprehensive fan-cooling canal system with dust-protected
electronic components minimizes soiling on the inside of the
power source.

Impressive energy efficiency
The integrated reactive current compensation (PFC) rounds off
the efficiency of the DIX PI series. Considerably reducing reactive
current consumption allows supply cable cross-sections
– and therefore installation costs – to be reduced.

Easy to operate
For convenience in handling and smooth workflows, a control
panel with which parameters can be changed in the set-up
operation is available.

Intelligent control system
Pioneering processor and inverter technology ensures rapid
process regulation and leads to reproducible welding results.
Creating individual characteristic curves can make your
applications more efficient.

Versatile use
The combination of standard and special procedures offers
reliable solutions for the widest variety of applications in your
manufacturing.

Power Inverter: Adjustment range: 40% duty cycle 60% duty cycle 100% duty cycle Open circuit voltage:
DIX PI 270

5-270 A 		

270 A

230 A

190 A 		

70 V

DIX PI 400

5-380 A

380 A

350 A

310 A

70 V

DIX PI 500

5-500 A

500 A

450 A

420 A

70 V

DIX PI 600

5-600 A

600 A

550 A

520 A

70 V
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DIX WF 50 Wire Feeder
►► high-quality drive unit with sophisticated functions
►► compact design and quick release couplings for

greater ease of use
►► available for all standard torch set connections
►► also available with optional PUSH-PULL drive for
precise wire feeding

DIX CM 1500/5 CAN Cooling Module

DIX PI Power Source

DIX RP 100E Control Panel

►► can be used separately or stacked
to save space

►► bus connection for perfect
data communication

►► multifunctional panel for
effective working

►► pump with metal housing in best
industry quality

►► USB connections for a rapid,
secure data transfer

►► intuitive operation with clearly
structured menu navigation

►► integration into the power source’s
data bus

►► process monitoring possible
via external systems

►► settings for all parameters for
procedures, materials
and functions

►► targeted monitoring of temperature
and flow rate
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►► can be mounted/removed while
power source is in operation
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PI WIN PC Software
The central control unit completes the service package. The sophisticated
PI WIN software manages all parameters: the best possible conditions for
precisely reproducible welding results.
The PI WIN software is the perfect tool for your offline programming.
With three different access authorizations you decide who can make
changes to your system.

Convenient PC operation
All of the settings in the entire welding application can be adjusted
quickly, clearly and flexibly. This is what the user-friendly PI WIN
PC tool is for.

Secure data management
The PI WIN software facilitates professional management of your
welding parameters and characteristic curves. From read-out of
characteristic curves and jobs from the power source to editing,
management and storage on the PC to read-in into the power source.

Optimized editing function
Easy editing of jobs guarantees optimum adjustment of parameters
during welding. The processes run without interrupting work, and are
therefore extremely efficient.

Customer-specific solutions
Within the machines, up to 100 special characteristic curves can
be created in addition to the standard characteristic curves. Plus,
the intelligent software allows for management of up to 1000 jobs.
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Special processes
Each of your production processes has its own individual requirements.
The need for new welding methods is constantly increasing within industry.
In this context, the trend is quite clearly heading towards specialization.
More and more new materials require constant development of procedures. DIX PI’s special processes impress with sophisticated technologies and
efficient solutions – even for difficult applications.

Sheet steel: 8 mm
Mixed gas: 82/18
Current: 300A
Wire: 11 m/min
Vs: 530 mm/min
backhand
without seam preparation

RMT (Rapid MIG/MAG Technology)
►► extremely focused, high-energy spray arc
►► minimization of the number of layers through reduction of the seam
opening angle from 45° to 30°
►► shorter cycle times and higher productivity
►► better quality through minimized distortion and stronger weld
penetration

Stainless steel: 6 mm
Mixed gas: 82/18
Current: 300A
Wire: 11 m/min
Vs: 530 mm/min
forehand
without seam preparation

►► maximum increase in welding speed
►► suitable for particularly thick-walled components

Power Pulse
►► two wire feed speeds with freely selectable frequencies can be
changed periodically

Power Pulse: Aluminum applications

►► easy-to-control weld puddle by alternating between high and
low energy input
►► minimized pore formation during aluminum welding
►► regular weld ripples

Power Pulse: Steel applications

►► straightforward welding of visually appealing seams

HC MAG (Heat Controlled MAG)
►► higher deposition rate due to periodically changing polarity
►► energy can be shifted between wire electrode and
workpiece as desired
►► very low heat input and minimum distortion
►► less damage to material and coating
►► faster root welding possible
Sheet steel: 1.5 mm
Mixed gas 82/18
overlapping weld
Air gap: 4 mm

►► extreme gap bridgability
►► perfectly suited to thin-sheet welding
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DIX PI Power Inverter: Proven in Practice
The MIG/MAG power source impresses in every aspect. Whether it be thin
or thick sheets, aluminum or steel, the DIX PI offers the optimum solution
for every process.
Our motivation is to provide you with top-class professional welding
equipment. „Always a step ahead in technology” is the motto by which
we measure ourselves.

KettenWulf Betriebs GmbH
KettenWulf is one of the leading manufacturers of conveyor
chains, drive chains and chain sprockets worldwide. The company
offers a broad portfolio of services along the entire development
chain. All welding work is carried out using the latest techniques
in the company’s own specialist welding workshop.
When joining the sometimes very thick-walled chain sprockets,
welds must be made with larger wire diameters. Precise fabrication is a decisive factor for the performance and service life of any
chain system. Due to the extreme stress on the chain sprockets
they are often annealed or additionally induction hardened. The
weld quality requirements are accordingly high.
“The DIX PI 600 achieved excellent results with this difficult welding task,” says KettenWulf. “Thanks to its special characteristic
curves, DIX PI is capable of processing various types of wire
efficiently. This is particularly important, for example, in the processing of basic flux-cored wires.” In short: Quality pays off here.

Progress Maschinen & Automation AG
Progress develops and manufactures machines and installations
for the processing of rebar steel. DIX PI power sources are used
very successfully in installations for the processing of lattice girders.
In order to simplify the joining process, Progress has decided to
replace butt welding with MAG welding. This standardized welding process provides flexible, reproducible welds while reducing
scrap.

DIX PI 10/2014
Subject to (technical)
changes.

“Since we have already had very good experiences working with
DINSE in other manufacturing areas in terms of highly professional application consulting and complex problem solving, we decided to implement this process change with the company as well”
explains Progress. “With DINSE we have gained a competent
and reliable system provider for the entire welding process and
are thus achieving smooth process flows and stable, reproducible
welding results.”

DINSE G.m.b.H. • Tarpen 36 • 22419 Hamburg • Phone: +49-(0)40 658 75-0 • Fax: -200 • info@dinse.eu • www.dinse.eu
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